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About Measure
What Matters
Measure What Matters (MWM) is a partnership between the
Green Economy Coalition (GEC), Accounting For Sustainability
(A4S), the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), the International
Institute for Environment and Development (IIED) and the
Stockholm Environment Institute (SEI).
MWM’s mission is to bring greater alignment between corporate, national and
global actors in order to better measure ‘progress’, using the health of our planet
and the wellbeing of people as the yardstick rather than Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) or profit alone.
Over the last three years MWM has conducted research and convened dialogues
that have brought together national statistical agencies, the private sector, civil
society organisations, academics, accountancy bodies, United Nations agencies and
government to integrate sustainability Goals into decision making.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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In short
A set of agreed global goals offer a new opportunity to bring
coherence and purpose to measuring sustainability across different
levels – global, national, local and corporate.
2015 will be viewed in history as the year that
the world changed direction. For the first time,
a set of goals were agreed by all countries –
rich and poor.
The 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) are a statement of public interest: our
health and education, our homes and cities,
our natural world, our safety and livelihoods.
These things matter – to people, to business,
to government, to everyone.
The SDGs are also a universal project. Tackling
climate change, inequality or unemployment is as
relevant to Wall Street traders in New York as to
food vendors on the streets of New Delhi. But the
ultimate test of the SDGs is to improve the lives
of the poorest people in the world.

THE OPPORTUNITY
In market terms, the SDGs represent a host of
opportunities. As global and national policies
develop to meet the SDGs so new markets will
emerge: 20 million electric vehicles are expected
to be on the road by 2020 (SDG 13 on climate
change) i; Asia’s ‘Base of the Pyramid’ has an
aggregate income of $3.47 trillion (SDG 10 on
Inequality) ii. The 17 SDGs are an ‘innovation map’
for what the world needs.
But the SDG framework offers a much bigger
opportunity to understand human progress from
market value alone – it provides a dashboard
of indicators to monitor the macro trends,
opportunities and risks that face our global
systems. Our economies are more interconnected
than ever before – mortgage defaults in Florida
can result in a global financial crash; floods
in Thailand can mean job losses in the UK. If
the SDG framework can be made relevant and

applicable at different levels of operation – global,
national, corporate, local – then it can become
a powerful strategic tool for identifying the
connections between these compounding risks
and opportunities.

THE TASK
Making the SDGs relevant to policy makers
(north and south), businesses or local authorities
requires tackling three barriers:
To harmonise: The proliferation of sustainability
measurement systems in recent years should
be applauded – more people are gathering
environmental, social and governance data than
ever before. But the result is a multitude of
disconnected datasets that do not necessarily fill
major knowledge gaps or help decision makers
make better choices. For example, despite the
global agreement to tackle climate change, there
is no agreed way of measuring a nation’s adaptive
capacity. While there are over 34 indicator sets
tracking the decline in biodiversity, they do
not alert businesses as to which activities or
sectors prove the most damaging, and in which
locations. While data shows that more children
are attending school than ever before, there are
still few consistent ways to compare the results of
learning assessments across different countries.
To connect: The linkages between data suppliers
and data users in most instances are tenuous
at best. For example, data being produced by
statistical offices is not being taken up at the
national policy level. Valuable data generated by
communities is not is not being fed into national
surveys. Information generated by corporations
for regulatory or reporting mechanisms is not
being made public.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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To support: The poorest people with the hardest
problems are the least well served by current data
metrics iii. Identifying data inequalities and building
the capacity of under-represented communities
and issues is critical for a universal response.

THE SOLUTIONS
The good news is that there are multiple
initiatives underway to fill the gaps, align
frameworks and connect institutions. The
SDG framework now offers the opportunity to
galvanise and bring coherence to these efforts.
Based on consultation with diverse stakeholders,
and in different parts of the world, Measure What
Matters (MWM) has collected practical examples
of how stakeholders are integrating the SDGs
into their decisions across 5 principles. We hope
these principles and examples can provide some
guidance for taking action:
We see how businesses and governments are
using the SDGs to Set the direction (p17)
by benchmarking their strategies and national
plans against the framework. The 15 year SDG
timeframe is helping stakeholders to think in
the long term and reassess their current metrics
to assess real ‘value’ beyond profit and progress
beyond GDP.
We document how governments are using the
SDGs to Connect and collaborate (p22) with
their citizens through nation-wide dialogues
on ‘what matters’: connecting the ‘users’ and
the ‘suppliers’ of data to build a collective
picture of success.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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We find that the new opportunities to Share
data (p28) between different stakeholder groups
is not only helping governments make better
decisions, but is also alerting businesses to what
consumers, investors or other stakeholders need.
We track how Integrating (p32) environmental,
social and economic goals into government
departments and corporate strategy, is helping
decision makers to become better equipped to
see the interdependencies between different
issues, and more able to grasp opportunities and
ward off risks.
We highlight different strategies for
Communicating progress (p34) so that it both
connects to individuals and organisations, but can
also tell a macro picture of change.

JOIN US
Redefining our priorities and rewiring the ways
that we measure them is no small task. It is
the project of a generation. But the process is
already underway and the MWM partnership is
committed to accelerating it.
Join us in our mission to make the
wellbeing of people and the health of our
planet the benchmark of progress.

6
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Looking back
The opportunity
The year is 2030. Fifteen years ago, in 2015,
the world signed off on a set of Global Goals.
Companies and governments took action – not
just because the natural world depended on
it, but because the future of their businesses
and welfare of their societies depended on it.
Civil society saw in the SDGs a way to hold
government and business to account. The
SDGs enabled all to think through systemwide change, to engage those who suffer from
system failure and – crucially – those who hold
keys to system change.
The SDG framework became a benchmark
for setting priorities at all levels – corporate,
national and local. National statistic bureaus
and planning departments developed alternative
measures of progress, beyond GDP, to track
the effectiveness of their policies. Investors
benefitted from environmental and social

tagging systems in the capital markets to assess
the quality of their investments. Corporations
expanded their metrics of success to ascertain
the risks and opportunities affecting their
business models. Accountancy bodies played
a key role in devising alternative means to
value social and environmental capital. In turn,
that accounting logic helped governments to
work with other stakeholders in managing the
portfolio of capitals that provide the foundation
for development.
The health of the planet and the wellbeing
of people became the yardstick of progress.

SDG 5: GENDER EQUALITY
With better information as a foundation,
we can build a virtuous circle of better
understanding of tomorrow’s risks, better
pricing for investors, better decisions by
policymakers, and a smoother transition
to a lower-carbon economy.

Mark Carney,
Governor of the Bank of England

The global economy will grow by $28 trillion
by 2025 if women participated in the labour
force to the same degree as men- equivalent
to the combined GDPs of the U.S. and China iv

SDG 12: SUSTAINABLE
CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION
Demand for biodegradable plastics will grow
from 2 billion in 2015 to 3.4 billion in 2020 v

SDG 10: INCOME INEQUALITY
The microfinance market is expected to grow
by 10 – 15 % in 2016 alone vi

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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from 2030
To manage systemic risk you must
take a systemic perspective.

Steve Waygood, Chief Responsible
Investment Officer, Aviva Investors

The year is 2030. Fifteen years ago, in 2015,
the world signed off on a set of Global Goals.
The Goals were worthy but deemed to be too
complex, abstract and expensive, so governments
and companies continued with business as usual.
GDP initially continued to grow around the world,
but came at the expense of our natural systems
– oceans acidified; fish stocks plummeted; soils
became depleted and crops struggled. Socalled ‘green’ growth focused on carbon alone,
and resulted in ‘green grabs’ of land, pushing
people off their land and permanently harming
biodiversity. Poorer communities, who depend
on their local environment for their livelihoods,
migrated in search of opportunities but found
that richer countries were also facing stagnation,
jobless growth and rising inequality.
Governments and businesses were blind to the
compounding risks because their performance
metrics were narrowly focused and they could
not work together on mutually beneficial and
practical solutions. Investors were slow to identify
devaluing assets and emerging risks. The price of
key commodities became more volatile, insurance
costs rocketed and capital markets were
unpredictable. The cost of taking action escalated
and undermined economic growth. Poorer groups
bore the brunt of inaction, but declining natural
systems and rising inequality impacted everyone.
Civil society was not able to engage, and civil
disobedience intensified as the global stability
that all relied upon broke down.
Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info

The Risk
FLOODS IN THAILAND:
THE REALITY OF SYSTEMIC RISK
In 2011 Thailand experienced its worst floods
for five decades. More than 800 people died
and over 5 million people were impacted.
10,000 factories closed and 350,000 workers
were made redundant. Damage to physical
assets cost $21bn, with a further $26.5bn
in lost economic opportunities. Insurers and
reinsurers paid out $12bn – 70 per cent of
which was written outside Thailand, including
$2.2bn by Lloyd’s of London. As a global
supplier of consumer electronics, textiles and
automotive industries, the damage spread
beyond Thailand’s shores. Honda had to
halt production of its Brio subcompact and
halve its production as far afield as Swindon,
UK, as electronic car components were not
available. Thailand is one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of hard disk drives (HDDs).
In the six weeks after the floods, the price of
these doubled: Intel lost $1bn of revenues
and the set-top box manufacturer Pace issued
profit warnings vii.
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Introduction:
Why measuring matters
Since the 1940’s economic data has trumped all other data.
For the most part, corporate strategies have been dictated by
profit margins and stock prices, and national policies have been
dominated by GDP growth forecasts. Yet, as is well known now,
profit or GDP tells decision-makers nothing about the health of
a workforce or nation; it says little about the dependencies on
other ‘capitals’; and gives few clues of emerging trends, risks or
opportunities.
FRAGMENTED AND
DISCONNECTED DATA
The good news is that there has
been surge in sustainability data
and measurement frameworks in
recent decades. Investors, business,
municipalities, governments, global
institutions and communities are
gathering information on environmental,
social and governance issues at an
unprecedented scale.

But the proliferation of different indices,
metrics and frameworks brings new
challenges. Decision makers now have
a dizzying array of frameworks from
which to choose. There are over 2,500
metrics by which to measure sustainable
supply chains viii. MWM has found that a
business deciding to track biodiversity
has over 34 frameworks to choose from;
the government tracking inequality can
measure it 19 different ways.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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The lack of coherence between different
reporting frameworks is particularly
apparent for government and corporate
reporting frameworks, which crucially
undermines a system-wide response
to the world’s most pressing issues. As
shown by MWM research into water
reporting in India (see p19), metrics to
track sustainable water management are
highly fragmented. While for business
the reporting frameworks focus on
extraction levels, at the national level
metrics focus on infrastructure and
contextual use of water, while at the
global scale the emphasis is on access.
As such, it is difficult for decision makers
at any level – corporate, national or
global – to see what is happening to the
broader water ecosystem and its users,
and to respond accordingly.

THERE ARE OVER 2,500
METRICS BY WHICH TO
MEASURE SUSTAINABLE
SUPPLY CHAINS VIII

We have to go back to GDP, the
calculation of productivity, the
value of things – in order to assess,
and probably change, the way
we look at the economy.

Christine Lagarde
at Davos 2016

At large, although there is more data
than ever before, decision makers are
blind to risks as they compound, or the
opportunities as they emerge.

RISE IN NUMBER OF WAYS TO MEASURE
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT NATIONALLY
Figure 1:
Increase
in national
sustainable
development
reporting
frameworks
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Economic Composite Indicators measure SD in a single index, by “correcting’’ aggregates from the national
accounts (examples: GPI, ISEW, SNI, MEW). Non-economic Composite Indicators are also single indices
which are constructed by using mathematical weighting techniques (example: CIW, HDI). The philosophy
behind the Sustainable Development Indicator (SDI) Sets is that SD is considered to be a multidimensional
phenomenon which therefore requires a suite of indicators rather than a single number (examples:
Eurostat’s SDI set and sets for Switzerland, France, Australia, Germany and the Netherlands).
Source: GRI, Statistics Netherlands, The Sustainability Consortium.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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DANGERS OF
OVERSIMPLIFICATION
Clearly, not all data collection can be
standardized to feed into a single set
of global sustainability metrics. The
indicators used for business operations
or at community levels will not always
neatly transpose onto those used by
national statistical bodies. Information
collated at the global level cannot always
be disaggregated to the individual
enterprise or community.
Similarly, in the area of protecting
ecosystems and biodiversity,
nature represents a new frontier of
commodification. Increasingly, naturehuman relationships are caught between
the yardstick of the market and overlysimplistic systems of national accounting
– expressed in arbitrary units and
monetary values. There are limits to
putting everything onto a single balance
Figure 2:
Aligning metrics
of progress across
global, national and
corporate levels.

Global Indicators
• UN
• Other
international
organisations

sheet, where social, economic and
environmental costs become conflated,
abstracted and often traded off against
one another.
Ultimately, there is a clear role for
qualitative reporting and ‘stories’ to
complement formal reporting, to fill gaps
of composite indicators where social and
environmental progress is not amenable
to crude systems of measurement.

THE OPPORTUNITY
FOR ALIGNMENT
However, what is unique about the SDG
framework is not only that it is applicable
to all countries – but that it is outcome
focused. As such it provides a compass
by which to align existing and emerging
sustainability frameworks and accounting
methodologies with a set of objectives
in sight.

ECONOMIC

SOCIAL
(human, social capital)

ENVIRONMENTAL
(natural capital)

(manufactured, financial
capital)

Sustainable development goals
E.G.
Global Inequality;
Poverty; Happiness;
Civi engagement;
Governance; etc.

E.G.
Gross World Product;
Financial stability;
Economic risk; Global
trade; etc.

E.G.
Ecosystem change;
Marine systems; Forest
systems; Dryland
systems; etc.

Beyond GDP
National &
regional indicators
• Governments
• Regional
institutions

E.G.
Health; Education;
Living standards;
Inequality; Crime; etc.

E.G.
Gross domestic product;
Unemployment;
Debt; Exchange rates;
Domestic credit; etc.

E.G.
Ecosystem change;
Marine systems; Forest
systems; Dryland
systems; etc.

Corporate sustainability & reporting
Business indicators
• MNEs
• SMEs

E.G.
Labour practices; Equal
opportunity; Health
and safety; etc.

E.G.
Share price; Profit;
Capital; Assets etc.

E.G.
Materials, Energy,
Biodiversity, Water,
Emissions, Waste, etc.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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One of the ways to help strengthen
national reporting with corporate actions
and reporting is through the ‘capitals’
approach. At a national level, this is
being most comprehensively addressed
through the UN Economic Commission
for Europe/OECD/Eurostat work on
measuring sustainable development.
There has also been significant work
in individual areas such as natural
capital through the World Bank WAVES
programme and UN-SEEA work to
incorporate natural capital valuation into
national accounts.

The value of the universal SDG
framework is that it can provide an
indication of the ultimate purpose and
progress of accounting against different
capitals. As such, the underlying priorities
that shape what information different
stakeholders are collecting, and for what
reasons, can be shared across different
levels of activity (Figure 2).

At the same time, more and more
businesses are now re-evaluating their
‘value’ according to different capitals
via initiatives such as the International
Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) and
the Natural Capital Coalition (NCC).

Professor Erik
Brynjolfsson, MIT

We need a new model for growth.
Just as we’re reinventing business, we
need to reinvent the way we measure
the economy.

THE OPPORTUNITY FOR ALIGNING
MEASUREMENTS OF PROGRESS
FOR GOVERNMENTS: To improve decision
making across horizontal and vertical divisions
that until now have worked to different
measures, offering a clear picture of multidimensional success.
FOR BUSINESS: To identify future business
opportunities and risks, to strengthen
stakeholder relations, to keep pace with
policy developments and to help businesses
constructively engage with policy.
FOR INVESTORS: To help understand the
risks, trends and opportunities in the capital
markets and within their investment portfolio,
helping them identify stranded assets and
valuation bubbles.
FOR COMMUNITIES: To improve
the accountability and transparency of
institutions that are making decisions that
impact their lives.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info

FOR THE STATISTICAL COMMUNITY:
To improve the quality and scope of data,
and help to support the use of models,
forecasts and analysis.
FOR DATA PROVIDERS: It will create new
markets and innovation opportunities.
FOR CIVIL SOCIETY: It will provide a tool
for more accountable and transparent decision
making, and can prompt a shift in policy.
FOR THE MEDIA: Aligning data and
frameworks can help the media tell more
informed stories of human development,
and of how political decisions impact people
at different scales
FOR EVERYONE: To generate more
successful partnerships and multi-stakeholder
fora on sustainability, different constituencies
need to share a ‘shared language’ of success
and therefore the metrics to measure it by.

12
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Developing
shared metrics
Understanding the connections between sustainability
metrics – corporate, national and global – and across
borders will be an ongoing process. Governments have
an opportunity to lead the process but it is a project
for everyone. All organisations can start from a
similar set of questions:

1. SET THE DIRECTION
Are our strategies or policies
equipped to identify the
opportunities and withstand
the risks mapped out by the
SDG framework?

1.FOCUS

BUSINESS & INVESTMENT COMMUNITY
> Industry regulators
> Business big, small and multinational
> Professional bodies
> Shareholders and investors
> Supply chain actors
GOVERNMENT
> Development practitioners
> Government departments
> National statistical agencies
CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANISATIONS
> NGOs
> Research institutes
> Civil society
> Poor groups
> Informal economy groups
Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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2. CONNECT AND
COLLABORATE
What are our strengths,
limitations and priorities; and so
who do we need to work with?

2.CONNECT

3.SHARE

3. SHARE DATA AND
BUILD CAPACITY
What are the power, knowledge,
and capacity gaps; and how can
we help to tackle them?

4. INTEGRATE
4. INTEGRATE

How can we integrate these
priorities into our decisions
and institutions?

5.EVALUATE

5. COMMUNICATE AND
ASSESS PROGRESS
Are we on track to a more
sustainable future; and what
needs to improve?

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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Actions
Based on MWM research and consultations we suggest the following
actions to help forge alignment between different measurement
systems at the corporate, national and global levels:

FOR GOVERNMENT
1. Benchmark national plans against the SDGs to identify gaps, alignments and priorities.
2. C
 onvene stakeholders including national statistical bodies, business, investors,
civil society, local authorities and cities to build consensus around priorities and
the measurement of progress.
3. S
 trengthen the role and mandate of national statistical offices to help convene
public and private organisations.
4. C
 reate an enabling policy environment for sharing of data across business,
government and civil society.
5. P
 ublish a multi-stakeholder national report on progress towards the SDGs with
insights and data from all stakeholders.

FOR BUSINESS
1.	Conduct a Board level strategy session to consider the relevance of the SDGs
to the business, identifying opportunities and risks.
2. B
 enchmark current and future planned activities against the outcome of the
Board strategy and define corporate goals, key performance indicators and
implementation plans in line with priorities identified.
3. E
 stablish Board and Senior Management oversight to support integration into
decision making.
4. A
 dopt emerging methodologies for measuring natural, social and human capital to
help identify and respond to impacts and dependencies along the value chain, sharing
data with government, investors and civil society.
5. D
 isclose sustainability impacts and progress on the SDGs, and integrate
sustainability information into the reporting cycle .

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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FOR INVESTORS
1.	Assess portfolios against the SDGs to identify investment opportunities and
respond to risks.
2.	Engage with investee companies and governments to understand their strategic
response to the SDGs and use the information within investment decisions.
3.	Work with companies and other stakeholders to standardise approaches to measuring
progress, improving data quality, comparability and the ability to benchmark.
4.	Adopt emerging methodologies to enable impact of own investments to be
monitored and reported to asset owners, beneficiaries and other stakeholders.
5.	Track investment flows against the SDGs and publish evidence which demonstrates
the impact of action on investment returns.

FOR CIVIL SOCIETY
1.	Benchmark corporate and national frameworks for measuring sustainability
against the SDGs to identify gaps and opportunities for alignment.
2.	Support communities, particularly those working in the informal economy,
to interpret the SDGs at a local level and define their own measurement systems
and needs.
3.	Identify key data inequalities within countries.
4.	Partner with governments, particularly in developing countries, to build their
capacity for measuring progress in alternative ways.
5. Prioritise open data initiatives to address data inequalities and needs.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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Realigning priorities –
and hence measurement
systems – across community,
corporate, national and
global frameworks is no
small task but progress is
underway and gathering
speed.
Here we outline
5 practical principles to
help businesses, national
statistical bodies, policy
makers and international
institutions start that process.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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1. Set the direction
In an increasingly interdependent world, the SDGs
provide decision makers – national, corporate
and community – with a framework to think
strategically across a range of variables over a
fifteen year period.
BENCHMARK
The SDGs provide a common framework which governments and
organizations can use to set a common direction, benefitting from
opportunities in tackling the challenges faced and overcoming risks.
As a first step, benchmarking existing policies and strategy against
the 2030 Goals provides a baseline from which to build.
Governments have already started to benchmark their current
planning priorities against the SDGs to identify gaps and alignments
with their national short and long term strategies. For example,
Bangladesh’s benchmarking has shown that over 80% of the SDGs
are covered by their national plan; while Colombia’s assessment
has revealed that of 169 targets, 91 are already closely aligned with
their National Development Plan but there are some important
gaps to consider.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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86% OF CEOs
SAY THEY ARE
CHANGING HOW
THEY MEASURE
SUCCESS AND
WHAT THEY HOLD
THEMSELVES
ACCOUNTABLE
FOR (PWC)IX

Investors and businesses are also mapping their business models
and strategic vision against the SDGs to inform their strategy and
notions of ‘value’. As early as 2014 Novozymes used the draft
SDGs as inspiration when developing its new long-term strategy
and purpose. The company benchmarks the SDGs against their
innovation pipeline to determine which new solutions have the
most promise to bring positive impact to the world.
EXAMPLE COLUMBIA LEADS THE WAY
Even before the SDGs had been finalised, Colombia’s
President Juan Manuel Santos approved a Decree to establish
an Inter-Agency Commission of representatives from across
government to integrate the SDGs in national policy decisions.
The Commission started by benchmarking the National
Development Plan against the SDGs. Out of 169 targets 91
were closely aligned with their National Development Plan,
but there were also gaps including targets in SDG10 on
inequality, and specific targets on tropical diseases and the
genetic modification of seeds.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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BACK-CAST FROM THE FUTURE
Benchmarking is not enough if it is simply a mapping exercise
against the SDGs, without undertaking a more fundamental review
of policies and strategies to consider whether they are sufficient
to meet the SDGs. The SDG framework calls for vision beyond
corporate timeframes and political horizons. Starting from the
future, it offers stakeholders a structure to cast backwards to see if
their business models and national plans – and hence measures of
progress – are fit for purpose.
At the national level, efforts to go ‘beyond GDP’ are well underway.
Statistics Netherlands; the UK National Wellbeing Commission; the
Canadian Index of Wellbeing; the OECD’s Better Life Index are all
helping policy makers understand what progress means to citizens.
The agreement of the SDGs should do more than just galvanizing
these national efforts to ‘go beyond GDP’, also helping to guide
further emerging frameworks at a global level.
EXAMPLE
THE NETHERLANDS TAKES A STRATEGIC APPROACH
Since 2007 the Dutch government has prioritized measuring
societal development beyond GDP. The Sustainability Monitor
is produced by Statistics Netherlands in cooperation with
the Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis, the
Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency and the
Netherlands Institute for Social Research. The set of indicators
consist of three dashboards that encompass sustainable
development now and into the future; 1. Quality of life
(here and now); 2. Resources (later); 3. Netherlands in the
world (elsewhere) X.

OF 1,000 CEOs
SURVEYED BY
THE UN GLOBAL
COMPACT

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info

87%

agree that the SDGs provide
an essential opportunity for
business to rethink approaches
to sustainable value creation

90%

are personally committed to
ensuring that their company
leads on the sustainable
development agenda

20
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LEAD CHANGE
Setting a new direction requires leaders with the convening
power and networks to drive institutional collaboration.
Slovenia have established a new Ministerial post for
sustainable development. Ghana has established a high-level
inter-ministerial commission that brings together sectoral
working groups across ministries. Mexico, Bangladesh and
Colombia have aligned SDG efforts with the President’s
Office to ensure the highest level of commitment.
The US has established an inter-agency organisational
structure that includes foreign and domestic agencies.
High level leadership is equally relevant at the corporate level
– only then can environmental, social and governance goals be
incorporated into the core values, purpose and the envisioned
future. Financial services and industry associations can play
a critical role in helping their clients and members align their
strategies and reporting systems to the SDGs.

The 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development is
an opportunity of a lifetime.
We need to seize it. We need
to embrace it. We need to
realize it.

Miroslav Cerar,
Prime Minister of the
Republic of Slovenia

EXAMPLE INVESTORS DRIVE CHANGE
The UN Principles for Responsible Business wrote to the
chairmen of FTSE100 companies after the SDGs were agreed
asking them to consider the relevance of the Goals for their
strategy and performance, providing a signal to companies
that investors would be starting to assess performance in the
context of the SDGs.

 XAMPLE NEW TOOLS TO HELP INVESTORS MEASURE
E
ALIGNMENT WITH THE SDGs.
MSCI ESG Research is introducing tools and data designed
to help institutional investors measure their alignment with
the SDGs. MSCI ESG Research grouped the 17 SDGs into
five actionable themes: basic needs, empowerment, climate
change, natural capital and governance. The MSCI ACWI
Sustainable Impact Index aims to identify companies that
derive at least 50% of their revenues from products and
services that address environmental and social challenges
as defined by the themes outlined above. The index,
which excludes companies that fail to meet minimum
environmental, social and governance (ESG) standards,
weights securities by the percentage of revenue derived from
products or services that address the themes.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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WHY ALIGNMENT MATTERS: THE CHALLENGES
OF WATER MANAGEMENT IN INDIA
Water is in high demand in India. Half of
India’s rivers are polluted and poor quality
water is costing the government US$600
million a year. MWM research has associated
the current difficulties of effective water use
management in India with inconsistencies
within and between corporate and government
frameworks used to report and monitor water
sustainability.

2) S
 everal of India’s water-intensive sectors
(agriculture, construction, retail and hotels)
reside in the informal economy so do not
readily report their activities and impacts.
However, there are clear opportunities for data
sharing between business and government
to fill gaps in monitoring and reporting water
sustainability. Indeed, India’s government has
already begun to explore such opportunities
by mapping the SDGs and targets against
business sector initiatives and government
departments. The exercise hopes to improve
national ownership of the SDG agenda, which
is crucial as India’s national development
approach over the next 15 years will be
decisive in determining the success or failure
of the SDGs agenda globally. As President
Narendra Modi notes:

Access to water and sanitation is moderately
reported at government level, but there is less
evidence of standardised corporate disclosure
for two reasons:
1) G
 overnment accounting systems do not
report levels of corporate compliance with
water-related laws and legislation, creating
an enabling environment for non-reporting of
activities, over-exploitation of water resources
and possible conflict between user groups.

 orporate Reporting
C
Frameworks
Government
Reporting Frameworks
Sustainable
Development Goals

“Sustainable development of one-sixth
of humanity will be of great consequence
to the world”

Access
Costs

100%

Sustainable/Contextual Use

75%

Risk

Water Withdrawal/Use

50%

25%

Impact On Entity

Recycling

0%

Compliance

Infrastructure

Water Consumption

State Of Water Environment
Impacts

Figure 3: Levels of coverage of water sustainability dimensions within corporate
and government reporting frameworks and within the water-related SDGs.
See Taherzadeh and West (2016) for full explanation of methods and findings.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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2. Connect
and collaborate
Tackling the issues at the heart of the SDGs is a job
too big for a single organisation or nation. This is a
chance for purposeful dialogue – for governments to
engage their citizens, for businesses to find out what
the public needs.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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BUILD COLLABORATION INTO
THE INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSE
Developing strong partnerships between policy makers, national
statistical offices, businesses and communities sits at the centre
of measuring what matters and brings multiple benefits. For
example, community level data can help businesses identify
what society –and therefore consumers – need, while the data
generated by businesses for regulatory purposes is critical for
assisting national policy makers spot emerging trends or barriers
to progress. Building a national dialogue involving all segments
of society can build a common direction, provide a clear signal of
intent and create ownership for the outcomes achieved.
EXAMPLE COLOMBIA’S PARTNERSHIP APPROACH
Colombia has adopted a multi-stakeholder approach to build
consensus and create alignment around the adoption of the
SDGs and the measurement of progress. This has highlighted
three important lessons, critical to successful engagement:
1.	Top level buy-in is needed to show the importance of the
Goals and the approach adopted – in Colombia’s case, this
leadership comes from President Santos and is reflected
in ministerial and director representation on the High
Level Inter-Institutional Commission established to drive
integration
2.	Build a structure that facilitates dialogue and a partnership
approach across all stakeholder groups – The InterInstitutional Commission, supported by a technical
committee, has the mandate to interface with stakeholders
from civil society, private sector, academia, media and
international entities.
3.	Set policies and indicators at a local level – Colombia’s
experience highlights the need to ensure national level
indicators are translated into local policies and measures
of progress to ensure ownership and responsiveness to
community needs

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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EMPOWER NATIONAL STATISTICAL BODIES
National Statistical Offices have always been a key functionary in
generating data to monitor and manage sustainable development
at the national level. But to respond to the SDG priorities,
governments will need to empower national statistical offices to
become curators of a wider data ecosystem of users and providers.

PARTNER WITH PURPOSE
A wide range of partnerships are being formed to help address
specific challenges associated with measurement of progress
against the SDGs. This ranges from data partnerships to close
information gaps, for example working with telecoms companies
to provide big data insights, through to multi-sector partnerships
focused on driving progress towards individual SDGs.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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EXAMPLE NEW DATA PARTNERSHIPS EMERGE
The Global Partnership for Sustainable Development Data is
bringing together governments, businesses, standard setters
and civil society to share knowledge and create toolkits that
can help to address major data gaps that prevent progress
towards the SDGs. They have established five working groups
to address these gaps:
-	Data collaboratives: working on filling data gaps and
improving accessibility and usefulness.
-	Data roadmaps and toolbox: working with national and
subnational levels to develop and implement wholeof-government, multi-stakeholder data roadmaps for
sustainable development.
-	Data principles and protocols: producing an inventory of
existing principles, standards, protocols and agreements and
emerging practice in contracts and in other relationships to
understand what else is needed.
-	Data architectures: catalysing the design and development
of a data infrastructure to measure SDG progress.
-	Resource mobilization and alignment: tracking the available
tools and resources and sharing them with all stakeholders.

EXAMPLE
ACCOUNTANCY PROFESSION SHOWS LEADERSHIP
Professional bodies have an opportunity to help integrate
the SDGs into the core of business planning. For example
the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales
(ICAEW) sees the SDGs as a ‘clear and compelling articulation
of public interest’. ICAEW aims to support all of its 145,000
chartered accountants to help businesses value public goods
and support them to measure progress in alternative ways.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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ALIGNING METRICS
TO SOCIETAL DEMAND:
GUIDANCE FOR POLICY MAKERS
Unless national metrics of ‘progress’ connect to what citizens need and
recognise they will struggle to take hold. In-country narratives on ‘what
matters’ and the trade-offs and synergies between environmental, social
and economic issues are highly context-specific. Based on forty years
of mainstreaming sustainable development into decision making, IIED
has developed some key questions to support policy makers align new
metrics of progress with what people need.
DEMAND FOR INTEGRATED
MEASURES:
1:	Identify what national/local decisions
and issues are driving demand for new,
integrated ‘measures that matter’ (for
example, national development plans,
green economy plans, low-carbon
development plans).
2:	Who is asking for new measures (for
example, planning and/or environmental
authorities; national statistical bureaus,
NGOs and citizens’ groups calling for
transparency; businesses wanting a more
stable policy environment)?

SUPPLY OF INTEGRATED
MEASURES:
1:	Identify what (new) integrated measures
are being provided e.g. natural capital
accounts (NCA) and wellbeing measures.
2:	Identify who is supplying or is able to
supply these measures (for example:
government statistical offices; monitoring
and evaluation bodies in government
and beyond; research groups; citizens
groups; accounting projects such as Wealth
Accounting and Valuation of Ecosystem
Services (WAVES))

CONNECT SUPPLY AND DEMAND:
Identify what systems or initiatives currently
or potentially link the ‘owners’ together.
Multi-stakeholder fora and new policy
imperatives may be the potential catalysts
for linking supply and demand.

ALIGN SUPPLY AND DEMAND:
In what metrics and at what levels is
there alignment across different initiatives,
on both demand and supply side? What
drives convergence – mainstreaming
initiatives, top-down policy, broad public
understanding, market conditions, etc?
Where are the barriers which exacerbate
unhelpful fragmentation, in e.g.: different
development or sustainability narratives,
legal requirements; market standards;
and reporting requirements? What drives
misalignment: asymmetries of understanding,
information and/or power; and differences
from national to local levels?
Where has fragmentation been helpful in
terms of innovation or drawing attention
to SDG issues uncovered by most
measurements? How can this innovation
be mainstreamed? Who has the mandate
for alignment and/or mainstreaming,
or where could a mandate be created
legitimately and effectively?

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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A STORY ALIGNING DATA
COLLECTION WITH PEOPLE’S NEEDS
In India, almost two thirds of the population — more than 800 million people — live in rural
areas, and many of them are small-scale farmers. Changes in climate have decimated agricultural
production, with some regions experiencing unprecedented droughts in the summer of 2014,
threatening the food security of millions of people and hitting poor rural areas worst of all. In 2007
Airtel, the largest mobile network operator in India, launched the Green SIM card in partnership with
the Indian Farmers’ Fertiliser Cooperative (IFFCO), which produces and distributes fertilisers to 330
million people through a cooperative network. Green SIM offers voice and text agricultural information
to Indian small-scale farmers, often living in remote areas of the country to help them improve
agricultural practices and increase their yields.
Today 3.1 million people use the Green SIM to prepare for weather patterns, diversify crops and
increase their yields. The Green SIM has brought business opportunities. The company reported that
5% of new rural mobile phone acquisitions came from the Green SIM card alone. Currently, 150,000
new users acquire this card each month, and 60% of customers stay on their Green SIMs for longer
than 12 months. But business opportunities go beyond agriculture. In a survey carried out during 2012,
subscribers indicated that they would also like to receive information related to education, health and
employment alongside the usual agricultural content. xi

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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3. Share information
and build capacity
A data revolution is underway but there are
major gaps in power and knowledge. This calls
for creative ways of sharing information and
building capacity.
ACCELERATE THE DATA REVOLUTION
In the past national statistical institutions have produced official
statistics using two main sources of data: surveys and public
administrative data. With the total number of smartphone users
worldwide expected to reach 2.08 billion, there is an opportunity
for to transform that process, generating new sources of highly
temporal and widely sampled data that could supplement, improve
or replace existing datasets. Social media is now used to calculate
public responses to health and well-being statistics; smart meter
data is used for energy statistics; satellite images for land use,
agriculture and environment statistics.
Similarly, citizen science is starting to create new datasets. Cancer
Research’s Cell Slider has volunteers analysing more than two
million images of cancer cells online to help identify a solution. The
ebird app has become a global network of 2.5 million bird watchers
who add their observations to a central database, and is it the one
of the fastest growing biodiversity datasets in existence.

There’s no one institution that can make sure that the right
data is available to the right people at the right time to
drive the best outcomes. But bringing enough institutions
together to focus minds and resources on specific
problems might just do it.

DATA GAPS
HOW MANY
WOMEN DIED IN
CHILDBIRTH IN
2013? EVEN OUR
BEST ESTIMATE
COULD BE NEARLY
40% TOO LOW
(ODI)
OFFICIAL EXTREME
POVERTY NUMBERS
COULD BE MISSING
350 MILLION
PEOPLE (ODI)

Claire Melamed, ODI

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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ADOPT COMMON STANDARDS
Comparability is key to make data collected and reported by
governments, businesses, investors and others useful for decision
making. Agreeing common standards and accelerating their
adoption globally will have a key role to play in closing data gaps
and encouraging actions that align with the SDGs.
EXAMPLE STANDARDISATION DRIVES ACCOUNTABILITY
The World Council on City Data (WCCD) has been working
with the International Standards Organisation (ISO) to create
a standard for sustainable development reporting by cities.
These include standards on measuring the performance
of city services and quality of life; and standards that are
applicable to any city, municipality or local government to
measure its performance in a comparable and verifiable
manner, irrespective of size and location. The ISO standard
enables city leaders to track and benchmark their progress.
The measures for SDG11 are included in the ISO standard and
cities are already reporting into the WCCD Open Data Portal.
The portal allows for city-to-city comparisons and displays
data using cutting-edge visualizations and tailored trend
analyses. The standardisation of city data is not only driving
more accountability and enabling improved performance, but
it is helping attract the capital markets. For example ratings
agencies such as Moody’s and Standard and Poor’s are consider
ways of building the standards into the ratings process.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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THE GLOBAL VALUE
OF BETTER AND
MORE OPEN DATA IS
$3 TRILLION PER YEAR
(MCKINSEY) xii
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CREATE THE RIGHT INCENTIVES
Traditionally, statistics agencies have relied on regulatory
requirements to collect business and stakeholder data as a
key input to national statistics. Finding ways to incentivise the
sharing of information in a way that creates insight and benefit
for both parties provides an alternative approach that can help
to close existing data gaps and increase the value and use of
information produced.
EXAMPLE LEARNING FROM THE RETAIL INDUSTRY
Lessons could be taken from how the consumer research
company, Nielsen, obtain data from a range of retailers to
analyse, provide insights and then provide to companies
(including retailers) to give them industry wide consumer data.

PRIORITISE OPEN DATA

OPEN DATA IS
CREATING NEW
MARKETS: IN
THE UK, OF 270
COMPANIES
USING OPEN DATA,
THEY ARE NOW
GENERATING A
TURNOVER OF
OVER £92BN,
AND OVER 500K
EMPLOYEES
BETWEEN THEMxiv.

Open data’ is data that is published in an accessible format
that allows anyone to access it, use it and share it. When big
companies or governments release non-personal data, it enables
small businesses, citizens, medical researchers, NGOs and others
to develop resources which make crucial improvements to their
communities. According to the Open Data Institute, open data
can play a key role in supporting the achievement of the SDGs
in the following ways: i) more effectively target aid money and
improve development programmes, ii) track development progress
and prevent corruption, and iii) contribute to innovation, job
creation and economic growth xiii.
E
 XAMPLE
OPEN DATA DRIVES ACCOUNTABILITY IN NIGERIA
The Nigerian government, with support from the Earth
Institute’s Sustainable Engineering Laboratory, developed the
Nigeria Millennium Development Goal (MDG) Information
System, an online interactive data platform. Using this
system, all government health and education facilities as
well as water access points were mapped across Nigeria. It
reports the latest status of more than 250,000 facilities using
data generated with the help of smartphones. Any Internet
user can now ascertain the status of every facility across
the entire country. The software tools used for the Nigeria
MDG Information System are open-source. The tool is being
used by local authorities to improve service delivery; it is
also being used by civil society organizations to track which
infrastructure facilities are fully operational or where illegal
logging is occurring.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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CONNECT TO GRASSROOTS DATA
Data costs money, time and human effort to collect. Poor
people facing some of the biggest problems are often the least
well served by current information. Tackling data inequality is
an opportunity for new partnerships between governments and
the private sector.

It is only when the voices
of the poor and vulnerable,
who have a stake in
shaping their future, are
heard and heeded that
development can become
sustainable.

EXAMPLE BUILDING THE CAPACITY FOR CITIZENGENERATED DATA
Civicus’s Datashift initiative is supporting civil society
organisations that produce and use citizen-generated data
in four initial pilot locations: Argentina, Nepal, Kenya and
Tanzania. The experiences from these pilots will be used to
build capacity on citizen-generated data across the world,
with the aim of informing and influencing global policy
processes on the SDGs and the data revolution for sustainable
development. (www.civicus.org/thedatashift)

Ela Bhatt,
Founder,
Self-Employed
Women’s Association
(SEWA)

Adapting to climate change is not always a question of
infrastructure or technical solutions. Rather, it is a project for
households, communities, cities, institutions as well as countries.
Companies will need to go beyond their own operations to engage
with academics, consumers, suppliers, local groups, regulators and
customers to find out what is really happening on the ground.
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4. Integrate
Integrating the SDGs into strategies and
institutions is an opportunity to rewire the DNA
of decision-making so that nations, businesses
and communities can minimise risk and grasp
new opportunities.
STRENGTHEN INSTITUTIONAL LINKAGES
National action on the SDGs will require three strands:
a) delivering the SDGs domestically for national citizens,
b) ensuring international development programming and policy
supports the delivery of the SDGs in priority countries, c) ensuring
that domestic action on the SDGs has a positive impact globally xv.
As such, mainstreaming the Goals into government policy is an
opportunity to rewire coordination across governments.
There are a number of different mechanisms for incorporating
sustainable development into decision-making including
councils, inter-ministerial planning units and multi-stakeholder
dialogue processes).
EXAMPLE GERMANY’S INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK
FOR MAINSTREAMING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
The State Secretaries’ Committee on Sustainable
Development is a high level committee composed of
all ministries’ State Secretaries. Its secretariat is in the
Chancellery. This committee is responsible for ensuring that
sustainable development is a guiding principle of any policy
of the German government. It is responsible for monitoring
progress against the National Sustainable Development
Strategy. The Chief Minister in the Chancellery/ Minister
of Special Affairs chairs the State Secretaries Committee
and is responsible for sustainable development. There are
sustainability directors in each of the ministries.
Integration enables companies to understand internally, and
– where relevant – communicate externally, how they create
value and to better manage performance on critical issues.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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The 17 goals are interconnected,
and all of them are relevant for
any business to consider.

Susanne Stormer,
Novo Nordisk

EXAMPLE THE BENEFITS OF AN INTEGRATED
APPROACH TO REPORTING
Early adopters of integrated reporting at a corporate level have
experienced eight key benefits according to Black Sun research xvi
1. Improved understanding of value creation
2. Better understanding of risks and opportunities
3. Greater focus on long term success
4.	Improved collaborative thinking by leaders about
goals and targets
5. Better ways of assessing performance
6.	Executives and management request and use a more
holistic set of information to inform their decision making
7.	Reduced silos and increased respect and understanding
between departments
8. More collaborative thinking

UNDERSTAND INTERDEPENDENCIES
The SDGs are inextricably intertwined. They together form an
integrated measurement framework that enables governments,
businesses and other actors to analyse the implications of a
decision across the different impact areas. By focusing on any
one Goal alone risks unintended consequences that might
undermine achievement of another, and fails to take advantage
of potential positive impacts across multiple Goals. For example,
the OECD has established the ‘Policy Coherence for Sustainable
Development Partnership’, an online platform which aims to bring
together governments, international organisations, civil society,
think-tanks, the private sector, and other stakeholders from all
regions of the world committed to enhance policy coherence
for sustainable development (SDG 17.14) as a key means of
SDG implementation.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info

Jane Ambachtsheer,
Mercer Investments

We are in the middle of
a transition. Ten years
from now people won’t
be having conversations
about ESG as a separate
discipline. ESG will be part
of how one does business
in the investment world.
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5. Communicate
progress
Open and accessible data is not enough if we are not
communicating progress. All players benefit if we can
answer the question – are we on track for a sustainable future?
PRODUCE A NATIONAL
INTEGRATED REPORT

MAKE IT RELEVANT
TO THE INDIVIDUAL

In a world where we ‘measure what matters’,
a national integrated report on progress towards
the SDGs should be from the whole country
not from a single ministry or department. As
such it would include insights and data from
all stakeholder groups – national and local
government, business and civil society to
generate a 360 degree perspective of progress.
There should be a strong narrative component
of the report to allow stakeholders to make
sense of the data.

Progress reports and statistical machinery can
seem remote from people and the issues they
are facing. Wherever possible, efforts should be
made to make progress reports speak to their
audiences in accessible and relevant terms.
EXAMPLE LINKING DATA TO
PEOPLE AND THEIR LIVES
In South Africa it is the Chief Statistician’s
responsibility to report to the public each
week – and to link statistics to livelihoods.
This approach is proving a powerful tool for
communicating what policy decisions mean
for people. This outreach is underpinned
by robust statistical machinery which helps
with business intelligence, communicating
progress which subsequently leads to action.

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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COLLATE DATA TO SHOW
THE BIG PICTURE

USE VISUALISATION TO
OVERCOME COMPLEXITY

Statistics Netherlands has a data portal to allow
users to browse, collate and use all the data
generated by government organisations. Similarly,
the UK Office of National Statistics uses a
traffic light system to show both long term and
short term progress across 60 core sustainable
development indicators. Each year it reports on
the headline indicators with accompanying graphs
and visuals in a range of formats.

With 17 goals, 169 targets and 230 indicators
to report, communicating progress towards
the SDGs is not an easy task, in particular
when additional layers of analysis are added
to meet the ambition to leave no-one behind.
Visualisation can play a key role to break down
complexity and enable all stakeholders to
understand trends and the interdependencies
between the Goals, and to respond.

EXAMPLE THE VALUE OF
AGGREGATED DATA
Integrating data sources can reduce costs,
increase coverage and drive faster data
collection. The MY World survey, run jointly
by the UNDP, UN Millennium Campaign
and the Overseas Development Institute,
has gathered over 5 million responses
worldwide to answer a question about
people’s priorities for themselves and their
families. Standardisation of the question has
meant that all the data can been aggregated
into a single, open database, and allows
easy disaggregation by country, gender, age
and level of education. People have used
it to identify country priorities, to identify
patterns of concern about specific issues,
and to illustrate differences and similarities
in concerns by age and gender.
(www.vote.myworld2015.org)

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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ALIGN EXISTING REPORTING
GUIDELINES WITH THE SDGs
Major standard setting groups are assessing
how existing reporting standards align with the
SDGs. The SDG Compass includes a mapping of
the GRI reporting framework against the SDGs.
Similarly, the UN Global Compact is exploring
how the Communication on Progress prepared by
over 8,000 business signatories from around the
world is aligned with the SDGs. The UN Principles
for Responsible Investment is undertaking
a similar exercise to enable the investment
community to report the contribution made
towards achievement of the Goals.
EXAMPLE USING THE SDGs TO
ASSESS COMPANY PERFORMANCE.
The Cambridge Institute for Sustainability
Leadership’s Investment Leaders Group is
developing an approach to enable investors
to assess performance of the companies in
which they invest, taking the SDGs as the
starting point. Within their recent publication
‘In Search of Impact: measuring the full
value of capital’ they have developed ‘basic’,
‘stretch’ and ‘ideal’ metrics that can be used
across all sectors, mapped to the SDGs in
areas such as decent work.
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Next steps
The Measure What Matters partnership
will continue its work to promote coherent
deployment, development, alignment and
adoption of the SDGs. We invite you to join us.
 he GEC is committed to forging even stronger
T
connections between ‘the what of goals and their
measurement’; and ‘the how of green economy policy and
practice’, piloting this initially, in seven countries. We shall
work to increase the links between SDGs and the ‘capitals
framework’, working closely with accountancy professions,
the UN and trailblazing governments.
 4S is working with the finance and accounting
A
community around the world to support the integration
of sustainable development into decision making by
companies, governments and investors. Members of its
Accounting Bodies Network, who collectively represent
over two thirds of the world’s accountants, are undertaking
outreach activities to build awareness of the Global Goals.
Members of the CFO Leadership Network are developing
practical toolkits and guidance that enables opportunities
and risks represented by the SDGs to be incorporated
into finance function activities. We will continue to bring
together leaders from public and private sectors to share
insights, build alignment and create practical solutions.
 EI is a founding member of the Independent Research
S
Forum (www.irf2015.org) and has been active in the
consultations leading up to the Global Goals framework.
As an institute, we are committed to developing tools,
frameworks and critical analysis which respond to leading
research and policy questions around the implementation,

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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Arguably the biggest transformative
intervention to secure the future we want is to
redefine the purpose of our economies – and
hardwire this purpose into government and
market performance systems. Measure what
matters is our contribution to this challenge.

Oliver Greenfield,
Convenor of the Green
Economy Coalition.

governance and measurement of the Global Goals. We
will continue to bridge science and policy around the
challenges and opportunities the Global Goals pose to
national government, business and civil society, and where
possible offer new avenues for decision-making which
guarantee a sustainable future for all.
 RI’s vision is to create a future where sustainability is
G
integral to every organization’s decision-making process.
GRI is committed to help companies enhancing their
contribution to sustainable development and offers the
GRI standards for both companies and governments to
understand and capture private sector contribution to
sustainable development.
 fter 43 years of working on sustainable development,
A
IIED has a strong appetite to work on a clear universal
language that connects stakeholders in a common
purpose. IIED will take the thinking forward through its
project and country work with our southern partners
including: WAVES work on natural capital accounting;
in-country green economy diagnosis and planning; and
pro-poor environmental and climate mainstreaming in
development plans and budgets.
Please do get in touch with us to find out how to engage
with the Measure What Matters community:
www.measurewhatmatters.info

Find out more at
measurewhatmatters.info
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Useful tools
and networks

SDG INDUSTRY MATRIX:

SDG COMPASS:

LOCAL NETWORK
SDG ACTION PLAN:

The SDG Compass provides guidance for
companies on how they can align their
strategies as well as measure and manage
their contribution to the realization of the
Global Goals. Produced by the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI), World Business Council for
Sustainable Development (WBCSD) and UN
Global Compact. (www.sdgcompass.org)

An ongoing collection of actions being taken by
companies to advance the SDGs collected by the
UN Global Compact and KPMG.
(www.unglobalcompact.org)

A multi-year action plan to help business to
advance the SDGs organized by the Global
Compact. (www.unglobalcompact.org/what-isgc/our-work/sustainable-development/globalgoals-local-business/ln-action-plan)

UNEP LIVE:

The integrated reporting movement, guided
by the International Integrated Reporting
Council (IIRC), helps companies understand and
communicate the ways in which their business
models create value.
(www.integratedreporting.org)

A platform developed by the UN Environment
Programme (UNEP) to collect, process and
share the world’s best environmental science
and research. It provides data access to both
the public and policy makers using distributed
networks, cloud computing, big data and
improved search functions.
(www.unep.org/uneplive)

GLOBAL GOALS BUSINESS
NAVIGATOR:

GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP ON
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT DATA.

A tool developed by PwC to identify how a
country is performing on each SDG and help
businesses to develop a strategic response
by building up a picture of the risks and
opportunities that are most relevant for them to
focus on given the countries and sectors relevant
to their operations and value chain.
(www.pwc.com/gx/en/services/sustainability/
assets/pwc-achieving-the-sustainabledevelopment-goals.pdf)

A partnership of governments, companies,
NGOs, UN agencies determined to do what they
can to improve the production and increase the
use of data. (www.data4sdgs.org)

IIRC:

SDG GUIDE:
Developed by the Sustainable Development
Solutions Network (SDSN), the guide helps
stakeholders understand the SDG Agenda and
start inclusive dialogue on SDG implementation,
and to prepare SDG-based national development
strategies or align existing plans and strategies
with the goals. (www.sdg.guide)

WEALTH ACCOUNTING AND
THE VALUATION OF ECOSYSTEM
SERVICES (WAVES):
WAVES is a World Bank-led global partnership
that aims to promote sustainable development
by ensuring that natural resources are
mainstreamed in development planning and
national economic accounts. The initiative
supports stakeholders to implement Natural
Capital Accounting (NCA) where there are
internationally agreed standards, and develop
approaches for other ecosystem service
accounts. (www.wavespartnership.org)
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COST OF
DELIVERING
THE SDGs

COST OF
NOT
DELIVERING
THE SDGs

$2-3trillion

a year of public and private money over 15 years
(UN Conference on Trade and Development)

Climate change loses expected to reach

$24trillion
or 17% of the world’s assets
(London School of Economics)
The financial crisis cost

$22trillion

in lost output (Government Accountability Office)
The loss of biodiversity through deforestation
alone is costing the global economy up to

$4.5trn (£2.8trn) each year
(Natural Capital Coalition)

For more information contact
Emily Benson, Programme Manager,
emily.benson@greeneconomycoalition.org
or see www.measurewhatmatters.info

